PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION
TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS

GROUP TITLE: SOCIAL SKILLS WORKPLACE
PROVIDERS: S.BARROSO RT, C.KUCERA SW, RABBI KRAUS (AM)
M.NORRIS PT, S.BARROSO RT (PM)
FOCUS: TO IMPROVE AND DEVELOP APPROPRIATE SOCIAL SKILLS WITHIN
A WORK SETTING.

GROUP TITLE: INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS
PROVIDERS: (AM) M.NORRIS, D.PONIO RN, K.DIMMETT RN
(PM) J.ANGELLO RT, L.RUBIN RT, L.GRiffin RT, C.KUCERA SW
A.KLOPP SW
FOCUS: TO PROVIDE TRAINING IN BASIC LIFE SKILLS (BANKING, COOKING,
HYGIENE, GROOMING, COMMUNITY RE-ENTRY, HOME SAFETY). NECESSARY
FOR SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY LIVING.

GROUP TITLE: EDUCATION SERVICES
PROVIDERS: D.OLSEN, M.COGAN TEACHERS
FOCUS: IMPROVE, DEVELOP SOCIAL, VOCATIONAL AND LIFE SKILLS WHICH
LEAD TO INDEPENDENCE AND COMMUNITY LIVING.

GROUP TITLE: MEDICATION MANAGEMENT
PROVIDERS: J.WHITE PT, J.NUSSEN PT, A.GEI RT, D.CURTIN SW
FOCUS: RESIDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF THEIR ILLNESS,
ADVANTAGES OF MEDICATIONS AND POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS.

GROUP TITLE: INTERACTIONAL SKILLS
PROVIDERS: G.ANGELLO RT, A.KLOPP SW, E.BRENER PHD
FOCUS: DEVELOP INTERACTIONAL SKILLS, ENHANCE INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONSHIPS AND PROMOTE SELF ESTEEM.

GROUP TITLE: HEALTH EDUCATION
PROVIDERS: J.CAHILL PT, D.ALVAREZ PT, D.CURTIN SW
FOCUS: TO PROMOTE A HAPPY AND HEALTHY LIFE STYLE FOCUSING
ON PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL WELL-BEING.

GROUP TITLE: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROVIDERS: RABBI KRAUS, K.DIMMETT RN
FOCUS: LEARN TECHNIQUES TO CONTROL STRESSFUL SITUATIONS
AND PARTICIPATE IN A 12 STEP PROGRAM TO MAINTAIN
THEIR ABSTINENCE FROM SUBSTANCES.

GROUP TITLE: STRESS AND ANGER MANAGEMENT
PROVIDERS: M.BACHICH RT, L.RUBIN RT, R.COUNSELLER SW, T.BENNETT SW
FOCUS: TO BECOME AWARE OF FEELINGS OF ANGER AND LEARN TO DEAL
WITH IT IN A SOCIA LLY ACCEPTABLE MANNER.

GROUP TITLE: WOMENS GROUP
PROVIDERS: L.GRiffin RT, C.KUCERA SW, K.DIMMETT RN
FOCUS: TO INCREASE SELF ESTEEM AND DEVELOP APPROPRIATE GROOMING
AND HYGIENE SKILLS.
GROUP TITLE: TASK ATTENTION
PROVIDERS: J.WHITE PT, E.BRENER PHD, T.BENNETT SW
FOCUS: TO IMPROVE CONCENTRATION SKILLS AND ABILITY TO ATTEND TO TASK ATTENTION ORIENTED ACTIVITIES.

GROUP TITLE: EXPRESSIVE THERAPIES
PROVIDERS: W.BACHICH RT, R.COUNSELLER SW, L.HARA
FOCUS: TO DECREASE NEGATIVE MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIORS BY DEVELOPING COMPETENCE AND OBJECTIVITY TO COPE WITH INNER FEELINGS.

GROUP TITLE: SOCIALIZATION SKILLS (OPT)
PROVIDERS: M.BACHICH RT, R.COUNSELLER SW, E.BRENER PHD, L.RUBIN RT
FOCUS: IMPROVE SOCIAL INTERACTIONAL SKILLS, ENHANCE INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION, SELF ESTEEM AND SELF CONFIDENCE.

GROUP TITLE: STRESS REDUCTION
PROVIDERS: L.GRIFFIN RT, G.ANGELLO RT, A.KLOPP SW, J.CAHILL PT
FOCUS: DEVELOP NEW LEISURE INTERESTS AND STRESS REDUCTION TECHNIQUES.

GROUP TITLE: T.C.R.P.
PROVIDERS: E.BRENER PHD, D.ALVAREZ PT, J.WHITE PT
FOCUS: TO PROMOTE AND DEVELOP SELF ESTEEM, SELF CONFIDENCE AND REWARD FOR ACTIVE GROUP PARTICIPATION.

GROUP TITLE: COMPETENCY TRAINING
PROVIDERS: J.CAHILL PT, D.ALVAREZ PT
FOCUS: TO PREPARE PENAL CODE 1370 RESIDENTS FOR COURT APPEARANCE TO FACE DISPOSITION ON CHARGES